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Abstract. The unsteady high-velocity flows formed in a magmatic melt
under decompression and accompanied by phase transitions determine the
dynamics and structure of eruptions of explosive volcanic systems and are
related to the multi-parametric and interrelated processes. Their investiga-
tion was carried out on the base of multi-phase mathematical model which
includes the full system of kinetics equations. Numerical analysis of a magma
state dynamics has shown that the bubble dynamics in the cavitating melt
takes a collective character and that the diffusion of dissolved gas from a melt
plays the key role in the formation of decompression waves. Two cases were
distinguished: one for which the diffusion flux determines only the nucleation
process (the gas mass inside the bubbles is practically permanent) and an-
other one where this restriction is omitted. In the first case, the decompression
wave front takes a classical smooth form (approximately 100 m wide). In the
second case, the decompression wave structure and the melt state behind the
saturation front turn out to be principally different. The jumps in the mass
velocity and viscosity practically left out the pressure inside the cavitation
bubbles unchanged for a long time in spite of their growth where intense gas
diffusion is observed. It was shown that, if nuclei density was increased at
the expense of micro-crystallites, a wave precursor and the system of discrete
zones of saturation in its field were formed. The results of the experimental
simulation of the structure of the gas saturated flow erupted from a channel
and of the effect of magmatic “bombs” flux formation are presented.
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1 Introduction

Explosive volcanic eruptions comprise a wide spectrum of processes induced
by decompression wave into liquid magmatic melt, previously compressed to
high pressure. As a consequence, a magmatic melt containing large amounts
of dissolved gases becomes over-saturated behind a decompression wave front.
Homogeneous nucleation generates cavitation nuclei growing, in particular,
at the expense of gas diffusion from a melt and a melt viscosity dynamically
increases. At the same time, the connection of these processes with the mech-
anisms determining a magma state dynamics and forming a flow structure in
decompression waves, as well as the explosive character of eruption properties
including the mechanisms, remain unclear. The answers to these questions
cannot be unambiguous because of the extreme complexity of the studied
phenomena with respect to their time and space multi-scale structure. Obvi-
ously, to understand these phenomena, we need to solve the so called “inverse
problem” to find the mechanisms of processes that occur in a magma which
lead to a one-phase magnetic melt from a bubbly state to a “gas-particles”
state (ash cloud), i.e., to solve a magma disintegration problem. For this pur-
pose it would be useful to consult the experience and results concerning the
destruction problem of ordinary liquid samples under shock wave (SW) load-
ing which contain the detailed information including experimental methods
and mathematical models. Indeed, as it turns out comparison of available
data allows one to assume that the dynamics of the magma state under de-
compression is in many respects similar to the dynamics of ordinary liquid
state under SW-loading. One of the possible approaches to the problem was
formulated in [1]: one needs to find the common hydro- (gas-) dynamic fea-
tures between the explosive volcanic eruptions initiated by decompression
waves and the well-studied high-velocity flows of “ordinary” liquids develop-
ing under shock-wave loading. The purpose is to create the physical grounds
for mathematical models and for experimental simulation.

2 Common Sings: Pre-eruption State, Wave Character
of a Decompression and Bubbly Structure of Flow

2.0.1 Lab-Methods Possibilities of Experimental Simulation

According to Lacroix’s classification (1908) the explosive volcanoes as a func-
tion of their eruptions intensity are divided into so called Hawaiian (eruptions
that rarely have an explosive character), Strombolian (moderate eruptions),
Plinian/Vulcanian (strong eruptions), and Pelien (greatest eruptions) groups.
The question is: could we consider that these processes are governed by iden-
tical mechanisms? Obviously, the answer to this question could not only pro-
vide better understanding of the processes developing into a magma melt but
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also allow one to simulate a magma state dynamics under explosive character
of decompression.

As an example, we can mention the jet “eruptions” (plume) - unsteady
directed fluxes arising on a free surface of liquid under shallow underwater
explosions (Fig.1 a, two sequent frames). It’s well known that the explosion
intensity depends on the energy release rate, which is insignificant in the case
of underwater explosions of wires or gaseous mixtures and reaches a maximum
value in the case of condensed cast or pressed explosives detonation. But the
mechanics of the jet “eruptions” turned out to have the same nature for any
kind of explosives which is determined only by explosive cavity dynamics and
by an influence of free surface and does not depend on the energy release rate
by an explosive sources. Outwardly the development character of these high-
velocity fluxes are rather close to explosive volcanic eruptions one (Fig.1 b,
two sequent frames) [2], [3]. That gives us a base to assume that both these
phenomena have common hydrodynamic signs which can be determined as an
analogy between the processes inherent in the eruptions of explosive volcanoes
of any group and hydrodynamics of high-velocity flows initiated by different
intensity explosive sources.

Fig. 1 (left) - shallow underwater explosions, (right) - St Helens volcano eruption

Comparison of the analysis results of researches in the field of unsteady
high-velocity flows arising under shock-wave loading of liquids [4] and of
the data on an explosive volcanic eruptions (presented, in particular, in [5]-
[8]) allows two basic conclusions to be drawn. First, at least some volcanic
systems classified in geophysics as explosive ones are similar to hydrodynamic
shock tubes (GST) with view point of their structure and pre-eruption state
features. Second, unsteady high-velocity processes initiated by pulse loading
of liquid media [4] can be under certain conditions considered as analogs of
natural volcanic processes in terms of both the probable mechanisms of their
initiation and the flow state dynamics. One can show that various types of
GST designed for shock waves generation in laboratory conditions may be
used in experimental modelling of explosive eruptions [9] - [11]. Obviously,
the inverse (when Pliq >> Pgas) static scheme of Glass - Heuckroth’s ST [9]
(fig. 2 b) is a close analog of the hydrodynamic layout of St Helens volcano [6]
(fig. 2 a) with channel closed by the solidified lava (dome or plug). Indeed, the
hydrodynamic layout of St Helens volcano includes three basic elements : the
system consisting of a volcanic chamber and a channel filled in with magma
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Fig. 2 (a) - pre-eruption scheme of St Helens volcano; (b) - Glass-Heuckroth’s ST
(if Pgas >> Pliq) or Rarefaction Tube (if Pliq >> Pgas); (c) - dynamics of flow
structure above diaphragm d after its fracture

under high pressure (analog of liquid section in GST), a crater combined
with an atmosphere (an analog of a low-pressure section in GST), and a plug
detaching a channel from crater (analog of diaphragm d in a GST scheme).

Note, that GST problem is the classical gas-dynamic problem about the
arbitrary discontinuity decay the decision of which determines shock- wave
parameters on an interface boundary after a diaphragm fracture. Similar ef-
fects can be naturally expected in volcanic systems as well. In particular,
powerful eruption of St. Helen volcano was initiated by a huge landslide tore
a plug closing the volcano vent [6]. Plug breakdown converted a volcanic sys-
tem to a state which corresponds to the arbitrary discontinuity decay and,
hence, determines an initial state of system. As a result, a decompression
wave is formed in a volcanic channel and propagates over compressed magma
down a channel to magmatic chamber of volcano. That is the initial stage of
the eruption, which actually forms the structure of the magma flow and con-
ditions for its transition to a two-phase state. One of possible development
of two-phase structure flow is presented on Fig.2c. Phase transitions and dy-
namically developing bubble cavitation in liquid media are known to change
substantially the parameters and structure of field of tensile stresses initiating
these processes [4]. Dynamic schemes [10], [11] (fig. 3a) allowing to generate
shock waves with given parameters in a liquid analogs of magma (M-liquid
samples) are most effective with a view point of experimental simulation pos-
sibilities. They involve the liquid samples having a free surface and do not
operate with such notions as the high- and low- pressure sections as well as
the diaphragm in the sense of the static scheme (Fig.2, b) [9]. In this case the
gas-dynamic scheme of the pre-eruption state of the volcano is formed in the
dynamic regime. The sample, which has an interface with the atmosphere
(free surface), is compressed to a given pressure by an incident shock wave
(SW) generated by some external source [10], [11]. Fig. 3a presents the GST
scheme where a piston p accelerated in a vacuumed channel 5 (by high gas
pressure maintained in a section 6) excites SW in a sample 4 in a result of
impact on an upper diaphragm d .
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Fig. 3 (left) - a dynamic scheme of shock-wave loading of liquid sample, (right) -
bubbly structure development

Shock wave propagates over the sample up to its free surface (interface 3),
simulating thereby an “initial” hydrostatic pressure in a compressed magma
in a volcanic chamber. Its positive phase lasted for several tens of microsec-
onds and the amplitude varied within 5÷ 30 MPa. The shock wave reflecting
from the interface as a rarefaction wave propagates over the compressed sam-
ple in the opposite direction and acts as a decompression wave. Reflection
wave results in intense cavitation development: Fig.3b presents the charac-
teristic frames (x − ray negatives 2 ) of bubbly flow structure in a distilled
water sample behind decompression wave front for different times from zero
to 1 ms. The first frame corresponds to the arrival instant of the shock wave
front to the free surface (the diameter of the liquid column was 30 mm). We
see that already after 600 μs the cavitation zone reached dense packing with
coarse gas-vapor cells. Computer processing of the density distribution of the
x-ray negatives enabled analysis of the process dynamics without interfering
the medium by sensors. Note, that physical models of bubbly structure de-
velopment in a magmatic melt in an initial stage of eruption described in [7],
[8] turned out to be similar to one presented on Fig.3b.

2.0.2 Mathematical Model of Cavitating Magmatic Melt

It is believed that silica-rich magma is noticeably colder. It can be by a
few orders of magnitude more viscous than basalt magma, and its eruption
has an explosive character. Magma possesses unique physical and chemical
properties. The most important ones are the presence of dissolved substances
such as water, whose concentration can reach 5–7% (wt.), and high viscosity,
which can vary from 102 to 1012 Pa · sec, depending on the concentration
of the dissolved gas and crystallites contained therein. Among many papers
dealing with this issue, the investigations [18] - [25] that attempt to simulate
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eruption dynamics in a relatively general formulation are most noticeable.
A large class of papers involves consideration of particular processes that
accompany this phenomenon. These are papers on growth dynamics of a sin-
gle bubble in a viscous gas-saturated melt [26] - [32] and associated thermal
effects, mechanism of magma solidification under decompression, etc. Never-
theless, despite significant efforts undertaken to study these phenomena, there
are still many issues that require special consideration such as problems of
the magma state dynamics in the whole and cavitation bubble dynamics in
ultra-high viscous magma. In particular, the initial stage of eruption, when
cavitation nuclei are generated in magma under rapid unloading, has not
been adequately studied.

Dynamics of decompression wave formation and cavitation development
in a compressed magmatic melt behind the wave front are generally based on
the two-phase mathematical IKW-model, formulated by Iordansky S., Koga-
rko B. and Leen van Wijngaarden [12], [13], [14] independently in the period
between 1960 and 1964 and mainly used for problems of shock waves prop-
agation in bubbly liquids. The modified IKW-model was, for the first time,
applied by V. Kedrinskii [15] to research for rarefaction wave propagation and
bubbly cavitation development in water (as a multi-phase medium containing
a lot of micro-heterogeneities) in shallow underwater explosions. This modifi-
cation suggests that the cavitating (or bubbly) medium and the structure of
the wave field therein are described by a system of gas dynamic conservation
laws for the average pressure, mass velocities and density; however, their state
is considered by a dynamic changing function depending on all characteristic
features of bubble dynamics. Especially note that this approach was applied
to solve the problem of cavity cluster dynamics [16], [17].

Therefore, the dynamics of the magma state in a decompression wave and
their structure can be described by the one-dimensional system of equations
which includes :

Conservation laws for p, v, ρ

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂(ρv)

∂z
= 0, (1)

∂v

∂t
+ v

∂v

∂z
= −1

ρ

∂p

∂z
− g +

1

ρ

∂

∂z

(
μ
∂v

∂z

)
, (2)

where

μ = μ∗ exp(
Eµ(C)

kBT
), Eµ(C) = E∗

µ(1− kµC), (3)

System describing a magma state:

(equation of state of the liquid and gas phases and the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation)
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p = p0 +
ρ c2

n

{( ρ

ρ0(1− k)

)n

− 1
}
, k = k0(

R

R0
)3, (4)

RR̈+ (
3

2
)Ṙ2 =
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ρ
+

4μṘ

ρR
, (

4π

3
)pgR

3 = (
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M
)kBT, (5)

Kinetic equations :
Diffusion equation:

dmg

dt
= 4πR2ρD

(∂C
∂r

)
R
, C(r) = Ci − (Ci − Ceq(pg))

R

r
, (6)

Nucleation frequency of cavitation germs:

J = J∗ exp(
−W∗
kBT

), J∗ = (
2n2

gVgD

dm−m
)(

σ

kBT
)1/2, W ∗ =

16πσ3

3δp2
, (7)

Dynamics of total volume XD(t) of diffusion layers (nucleation terminates
when XD → 1):

XD(t) = 1− exp
(
−

t∫

0

J(τ) vD(t− τ) dτ
)
, (8)

Dynamics of cavitation zone saturation by nuclei:

Nb(t) =

t∫

0

J(τ) (1 −XD(τ)) dτ, (9)

Volume fractions κ of bubbles generated in an unit volume of a magmatic
melt and k taken into account increasing medium volume:

κ =
4π

3

t∫

0

Ṅb(τ)R
3(t− τ) dτ, k = κ/(1 + κ). (10)

Here, v, ρ and p are the mean velocity, density and pressure, μ is the viscosity
of magma liquid phase, Eµ(C) is the activation energy, and W ∗ is the work
on formation of critical nucleus. The pressure pg depends on the intensity of
gas diffusion from the supersaturated melt to the bubble.

Note that the introduction of the characteristic parameters such as v0 =
(p0/ρ0)

1/2, z0 = p0/(ρ0g), t0 = (1/g)(p0/ρ0)
1/2 and the dimensionless

variables allow one to show that, in the governing system of equations,
a number of similarity criteria are formed. One can name some of them
as μ̃ = μ/μ0, where μ0 = μ∗ exp {Eµ(Ci(pch))/(kBT )} is the initial vis-
cosity of magma at z = 0, m̃g = mg/m0 where m0 = (4π/3)ρ0z

3
0 , and

J̃ = J/J0, where J0 = J∗ exp(−G) is the characteristic nucleation frequency,
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and G = 16πσ3/(3p2chkBT ) is the Gibbs number. The equations in dimension-
less variables from two-phase system and kinetics containing the similarity
criteria are shown below:

Pulse equation:

∂ṽ

∂t̃
+ ṽ

∂ṽ

∂z̃
= −Eu

ρ̃

∂p̃

∂z̃
− 1

Fr
+

1

Re

1

ρ̃

∂

∂z̃

(
μ̃
∂ṽ

∂z̃

)
, (11)

Bubble nucleation frequency:

J̃ = exp {−G[(p̃ch/Δp̃)2 − 1]}; (12)

Rayleigh− Plesset equation:

R̃ ¨̃R+
3

2
˙̃R
2

=
Eu

ρ̃
(p̃g − p̃) +

4

ReR

d R̃

dt̃
; (13)

Diffusion equation:

RePrD
dm̃g

dt̃
= 3 R̃(Ci − Ceq(p̃g)); (14)

Energy equation:

dT̃

dt̃
= Ku

dX

dt̃
+ Ku′

4π

3
Nb z

3
0

dm̃g

dt̃
(15)

Dynamics of crystallites state:

Xcr = (4π/3)Ncrv
3
crt

3
0

( t∫

0

vcrdτ

)3

; vcr = ΔT. (16)

Here Eu = p0/(ρ0v
2
0) is the Euler number, Fr = v0/(gt0) is the Froude num-

ber, Re = z0v0/ν0 is the Reynolds number, and ν0 = μ0/ρ0. If we assume
that v0 = (p0/ρ0)

1/2, z0 = p0/(ρ0g), and t0 = (1/g)(p0/ρ0)
1/2, the Euler and

Froude numbers become equal to unity, and the Reynolds number takes the
form Re = (p0/ρ0)

3/2/(ν0g). Here PrD ≡ Sh = ν0/D is the Prandtl (Sher-
wood) number, as in the momentum equation, Eu = 1 in the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation, Ku and Ku′ are, respectively, the Kutateladze numbers for the heat
of crystallization and desorption. Here vcr is the rate of crystallite growth and
Xcr is their total volume concentration.

Thus the proposed system including the two-phase modified IKW-model
together with the Navier-Stokes equations for variable viscosity, the physical
model of a spontaneous germ nucleation with diffusive layers, the energy
equation and the kinetic equations, describing different approaches to the
crystallites role (crystallization effect, heterogenous nucleation), can be taken
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as the complete mathematical model. The latter makes it possible to analyze
the dynamics of heavy magma state within the volcanic pipe, the structure of
the non-stationary wave field and of the magma flow as well as the collective
dynamics of bubbles in the suturation zone.

2.0.3 Formulation of the Problem

As was mentioned before, the volcano itself is actually a hydrodynamic sys-
tem consisting of the magma chamber and a vertical channel filled by high-
pressure hot magma, separated from a crater or free part of channel by a
diaphragm (plug or dome). This is some kind of a reverse scheme of a GST
in which the working sections are the high pressure section, where the ini-
tial stage of cavitation development behind the front of the decompression
wave is considered, and the low-pressure chamber where the process of liquid
spreading is studied.

A vertical column of a gas-saturated magma melt of heightH in the gravity
field is adjacent to the magma chamber at the bottom (z = 0) and is separated
by a diaphragm from the ambient medium on the top. The initial pressure
in the column-chamber system corresponds to the pressure of the magma in
the chamber with allowance for hydrostatics: pi(z) = pch − ρ0gz, where ρ0
is the magma density and pch is the pressure at z = 0. We also assume that
the gas dissolved in the magma has initially an equilibrium concentration
Ceq(p) = KH

√
p where KH is Henry’s constant and correspondingly, Ci(z) =

Ceq(pi(z)).
At the initial time (t = 0), the diaphragm confining the melt is ruptured,

the surface z = H becomes free, and a rarefaction (decompression) wave
starts propagating vertically downward over the magma, resulting in sponta-
neous nucleation and growth of gas bubbles in the melt volume. The pressure
in the magma chamber (at the boundary z = 0) is retained constant during
the entire process.

As it follows from eq. (6), the dissolved gas concentration C(r) in the
melt decreases as the growing bubble is approached, and, hence, the notion
of a diffusion boundary layer forming around the bubble can be introduced.
Because of the strong dependence of the nucleation frequency J on supersat-
uration, we can assume as a first approximation that nucleation of bubbles
occurs mainly outside the diffusion layer (Fig. 4, domain 3). The diffusion-
layer thickness is determined as rD = J(rD)/J(r → ∞) or χ = rD/Rb. This
approach allows one to write the expression for the total volume of diffusion
layers XD(t) around the bubbles per unit volume of the melt and the num-
ber of bubbles Nb formed in a unit volume during time t. As it follows from
eq. (4), the bubble nucleation is terminated when the diffusion layers of the
growing bubbles completely cover the entire volume (XD → 1).

According to the estimates, the characteristic time of nucleation is signifi-
cantly smaller than the time of the entire gas-release process. The calculations
have shown that the time for termination of nucleation for three values of χ;
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Fig. 4 (left) - diffusion layer model; (right) - scheme of nucleation frequency and
dissolved gas concentration distribution; 1 - bubble, 2 - diff.layer, 3 - nucleation
zone

namely, 50, 10 and 5 is practically the same and the saturation density Nb(t)
of the cavitation zone by nuclei increases from 8 · 107 → 5 · 1010 m−3.

3 Formation of Nucleation Zone and Dynamics of
Initial Magma State

It was shown in [47] that the single bubble dynamics problem in a cavita-
tion zone under decompression (rarefaction) can not be considered in the
traditional way by applying the mathematical model described by the equa-
tion system of the gaseous state 4πpgR

3/3 = mgkBT/M for diffusion, the

Rayleigh-Plesset equation RR̈+3Ṙ2/2 = [pg(R)− p]/ρ− 4μṘ/(ρR) and vis-
cosity. In the cavitation zone this system turns out not to be closed: The
dynamics of the concentration of the gas dissolved in the melt, the pressure p
in the vicinity of the bubble which depends on the cavitation process [47] and
, certainly, the viscous dynamics of the melt, which is one of the most im-
portant characteristics mentioned above, are unknown. Indeed the dynamic
viscosity of the melt μ = μ∗ exp [Eµ(C)/(kBT )] is a function of the concen-
tration C of the gas dissolved in the melt which drastically increases owing to
the gas loss Eµ(C) = E∗

µ(1−kµC) through the diffusion process (the asterisk
indicates the “dry” magma parameters). It turns out that all of these pro-
cesses are interrelated. Therefore, the dynamics of a bubble in the cavitation
zone should be considered as the “collective” bubble dynamics depending on
the dynamically changing magma state behind the decompression wave front.
The specific features of continuous growth of a “collective” cavitation bubble
with an increasing gas mass will be analyzed by applying the “Lagrangian”
method in sections of the formed cavitation zone, especially, for the stage at
which bubble dynamics is mainly determined by diffusion and by an increase
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(by several orders of magnitude) in viscosity of the crystallizing magma melt
surrounding the bubble.

3.1 Dynamics of Saturation of the Cavitation Zone
with Nuclei

As was mentioned before, the dynamics of the magma state in decompres-
sion waves under the gravity field was studied within the framework of the
mathematical model of mechanics of multi-phase media which includes the
Navier–Stokes equations. We use the notion of the thickness of the diffusion
layer rd around the cavitation nucleus of radius R, where the diffusion process
is mainly utilized for increasing the gas mass in the bubbles. The physical
model of the diffusion layer allows us to “control” the diffusion fluxes by
changing the parameter χ, and also to fix the order of magnitude of the fi-
nal density of the melt, saturated with cavitation nuclei, by comparing these
values with the estimates of the number density (based on the mass concen-
tration of the dissolved gas) of potential cavitation nuclei in the melt, which
has the order 1027 m−3, and with the estimates of their final number den-
sity, based on the number of pores in the lava samples, which has magnitude
between 1010 and 1012 m−3.

The numerical analysis showed that the density of saturation of the cavi-
tation zone with cavitation nuclei as well as the initial radius of a “collective”
cavitation bubble depend on the prescribed diffusion layer thickness. Indeed,
as the diffusion layer coefficient increases in the interval 5 < χ < 50, the den-
sity of saturation of the cavitation zone with cavitation nuclei Nb decreases:
Nb = 5 · 1010, 5 · 109, and 8 · 107 m−3 at χ = 5, 10, and 50, respectively. In
addition, as the diffusion layer thickness increases in the same interval of χ
during the same time interval, the initial bubble size also decreases and, near
the free surface, becomes equal to 10.00, 6.25, and 1.25 μm at χ = 5, 10, and
50, respectively.

The dynamics of the wave field structure, the process of cavitation zone
formation, and the basic characteristics of the melt state were studied within
the framework of the problem of arbitrary discontinuity decay on the contact
boundary between the magma compressed to high pressures, the lava plug,
and the channel open to the atmosphere. When the plug is destroyed, a
decompression wave starts propagating along the magma melt column (initial
height H = 1 km) toward the volcanic chamber. The structure of the wave is
formed in the course of evolution of nucleation processes in the melt saturated
with the dissolved gas. The calculations were performed for the following
initial conditions: The pressure in the volcanic chamber pch = 170 MPa,
the temperature T = 1150 K, the initial density of the magma melt ρ0 =
2300 kg/m3, and the initial mass fraction of the dissolved gas C0 = 5.7%.
The distribution of the main parameters along the column was determined
by the gravity force and the numerical analysis was performed for χ = 5.
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Table 1 Dynamics of Melt Saturation with Cavitation Nuclei

t, ms Nb, m
−3 t, ms Nb, m

−3

23 10−7–1 27 1–106

24 10−3–1 28 1–5 · 108
25 1–3 29 1–5 · 1010
26 1–8 · 103

3.2 Cavitation Bubble with Constant Gas Mass

To estimate the role of the diffusion processes in the dynamics of the cavitat-
ing magma state and the wave field, it seems reasonable to start (in contrast
to the model used in [35]) by specifying a condition that “prohibits” the
diffusion of the gas dissolved from the diffusion layer to the cavitation nuclei
after their emergence. Although the nucleation frequency J increases expo-
nentially, its value at the initial stage of decompression wave front formation
is considered as insignificant. Therefore, the calculation of the nucleation rate
was started from the time instant when the pressure on the front decreased
by 60 MPa. At this instant (22–23 ms after the discontinuity decay), a su-
persaturation condition was instantaneously imposed for the gas dissolved in
the melt, and the diffusion process started (Table 1). This delay is indicated
by the dotted line in all plots of pg(t) and p(t). Actually, it means that the
nucleation process is triggered by a high frequency J from the very beginning
(see the expression for the work W ∗ above).

The density of the cavitation zone saturated with cavitation nuclei in the
section located near the free surface of the magma column is given in Ta-
ble 1 as a function of time. It should be noted that complete saturation
is reached approximately in 29 ms where the saturation density reaches
Nb ≈ 5 · 1010 m−3. Moreover, the zone saturated with nuclei continuously
increases during propagation of the decompression wave front.

At time t = 0.25 sec, Figs. 5a and 5b show the distributions of the main
characteristics of the magma state: the decompression wave profile p(z), mass
velocity U(z), distribution of the density Nb(z) of the cavitation zone satu-
rated with cavitation nuclei, and the distribution of the bubble radii Rb(z)
in the saturation zone. The dynamics of the main characteristics of the “col-
lective” bubble state in the time interval 0.094–0.25 s, of the gas pressure
pg(t) and of the concentration Cg(t) inside a “collective” bubble, of the “col-
lective” bubble radius Rb(t), and of the melt viscosity μ(t) are presented in
Figs. 5c and 5d. The “collective” bubble concept is introduced as a result of
averaging all bubbles in the corresponding section after their saturation by
nuclei depending on the pressure, and concentration of the gas in the bubbles
at the phase transition instant with increasing saturation density Nb.

We can see (Fig. 5) that the wave front foot p(z) reaches z = 600 m
in 0.25 sec after the beginning of decompression wave propagation; the front
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Fig. 5 Distributions of the main characteristics of the magma state: (a) - pressure
in the decompression wave p(z) and mass velocity U(z); (b)- concentration of the
cavitation nuclei density Nb(z) and bubble radius Rb; (c, d) - the dynamics of the
main characteristics of the bubbles Pg(t), cg(t), and Rb(t) and melt viscosity µ(t)

width is approximately 100 m, and the mass velocity field is almost uniform
(with U ≈ 35 m/sec on the average) and has an insignificant positive gradient
near the free surface. By the time t = 0.25 sec, the pressure decompression
wave front p(z) is almost completely formed. The wave front of the zone
Nb(z) saturated with nuclei (the density front amplitude is approximately
1010 m−3) stays at a depth of approximately 650 m and practically follows
the decompression wave front. According to the calculated data, the nuclei
density distribution Nb(z) at z ≥ 800 m has a positive gradient toward the
free surface where we have Nb ≈ 6 · 1010 m−3. One can see that a significant
decrease in pressure on the decompression wave front is observed in the same
region (z ≈ 800–1000 m). Consequently, a gradient in the distribution of the
“collective” bubble radius Rb(z) results.

Figure 5c shows the dynamics of the gas pressure pg(t) in the “Lagrangian”
section z = 900 m (solid curve) beginning from the nucleus formation instant.
The calculations predict that the process of saturation of the section with
cavitation nuclei has an exponential character and proceeds approximately
during 6 msec. The period of formation of the complete nucleation front,
which actually includes the basic process of nuclei accumulation (from 108 to
1010 m−3), lasts approximately for 1 ms. The calculations show that a drastic
increase in the gas concentration Cg(t) is observed in this millisecond interval
in the “Lagrangian” section if the saturation density is close to the maximum
value (see the jump of the function Cg(t) in Fig. 5). This increase is caused
by the formation of nuclei and ends simultaneously with completion of the
front of the nucleation zone saturated with nuclei. Averaging of the bubble
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radii and of the gas pressure accumulated in the bubbles as a result of the
phase transition is performed at this time instant, based on the known value
of Nb. The process of averaging is finalized by the formation of a “collective”
bubble with initial radius approximately equal to 8 μm (see the jump of the
function Rb(t) at t ≈ 0.094 sec in Fig. 5).

The calculations show that the behavior of the gas pressure pg(t) (see Fig.
5c), first in a single bubble and then in a “collective” bubble, is determined
by the dynamics of the mean wave field in the vicinity of the bubble and
by the influence of the viscosity μ(t) of the surrounding melt. Despite the
extremely insignificant loss of the gas dissolved in the melt, its viscosity
μ(t) in the considered section has a characteristic that is extremely sensitive
to this process. In this interval, it increases from 3700 to 5300 Pa · sec (see
Fig. 5,d). As it is expected, under the imposed “prohibiting” condition, which
implies that the gas dissolved in the melt is only spent in the course of
diffusion on formation of nuclei, the value of the gas concentration Cg(t) in
the “collective” bubble is extremely low (n ≥ 4) (see Fig. 5c) as compared
with the concentration of the gas dissolved in the melt, even in the case
where the density of the number of nuclei during the time of saturation of
the considered section reaches the order of 1010 m−3. Therefore, the gas
concentration in the bubble has practically no effect on its dynamics. The
further increase in the mass concentration of the gas Cg(t) in the section (see
Fig. 5c) is determined by the low-intensity nucleation process continuing in
the diffusion zone which results in the growth of the nuclei density Nb(z).

Fig. 6 Dynamics of the magma state in the “Lagrangian” section: (a) density of
saturation with nuclei Nb(t) and gas concentration in the bubble Cg(t); (c) gas
concentration in the bubble Cg(t) and in the melt Cp(t)

Figure 6 shows the dynamics of various characteristics in the “Lagrangian”
section in the time interval t = 0.0875–0.1200 sec. It follows from the calcu-
lations that a phase transition and, correspondingly, the nucleation process
begins at time t ≈ 0.0875 sec behind the formed decompression wave front
p(t) in the “Lagrangian” section (the pressure pg drastically decreases from
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144 to 84 MPa). At time t ≈ 0.0925 sec (Fig.6a) the density of the nu-
cleation zone saturated with nuclei Nb reaches a value slightly higher than
Nb = 1010 m−3. A jump of the function Cg(t) is observed approximately at
t ≈ 0.094 sec (see Fig.6a). Figure 6b shows the time evolution of the mass
concentrations of the gas Cg(t) in the “Lagrangian” section and Cp(t) in
the melt. Although the dependence presented here are only qualitative, their
correlation is obvious.

3.2.1 Dynamics of a “Collective” Bubble with Increasing Gas
Mass

Figure 7 shows the calculated dynamics of the pressure field and mass velocity
in the magma melt allowing for the growth of the gas mass in the bubbles
due to diffusion of the dissolved gas from the melt. It is seen that the mean
pressure and mass velocity profiles in the melt differ significantly from those
shown in Fig. 5a. In particular, a zone with an almost constant mass velocity
U ≈ 20 m/sec is formed behind the decompression wave front on the magma
column segment approximately 300 m long (z = 500–800 m) by the time
t = 0.33 sec. Then, the velocity drastically increases, reaching U = 150
m/sec in the vicinity of the free surface. The shape of the mass velocity
profile formed by the time t = 0.11 sec remains actually unchanged in the
entire time interval examined.

Fig. 7 Distributions of pressure and mass velocity of the magma flow in the vol-
canic channel at different times: t = 0.11 (a), 0.18 (b), and 0.33 sec (c)

The pressure profile has a zone with an almost linear decrease in the de-
compression wave front and a zone of the transition through the saturated
wave front containing a segment with oscillations corresponding to the above
described process of decompression wave front formation in the absence of
gas diffusion to cavitation bubbles. After that, the pressure profile becomes
substantially different: A rather long segment of the magma column is de-
scribed by a third zone of the pressure profile with a well-defined peak in the
mean pressure distribution of the melt p(z). In the time interval considered,
the value of pmax substantially increases (from 60 to 80 MPa). The pressure
in the melt gradually decreases toward the free surface of the magma column.
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Fig. 8 Effect of the volume concentration of the gas phase k at t = 0.11 sec (a),
melt viscosity µ at t = 0.37 sec (b), and concentration of the gas dissolved in the
magma Cp at t = 0.37 sec (c) on the distribution of the bubble radii Rb behind the
saturation front

The pressure profile includes one more zone (the fourth zone) located in
the immediate vicinity of the free surface of the cavitating magma column,
where its state exhibits some specific features. First, in this zone a jump in
the mass velocity, almost by an order of magnitude, is observed (see Fig. 7).
Second, the decrease in the pressure in the third zone slows down sharply at
the boundary of the fourth zone, where a plateau with a definite value of the
mean pressure is formed. This pressure increases and exceeds 20 MPa at the
time t = 0.37 sec. Third, a jump in the gas phase concentration up to a value
k > 0.5 is observed in this zone (Fig. 8a) as well as a jump in the viscosity μ
(Fig. 8b), whose value increases by several orders of magnitude and reaches
5 · 108 Pa · sec. An obvious reason for deceleration of the growth of cavitation
bubbles is the increase in the melt viscosity. As is seen from the calculated
data, the maximum radius of these bubbles in the interval t = 0.11–0.37sec
increases insignificantly (from 190 to 210 μm), and the distribution Rb(z)
in the fourth zone even exhibits a negative gradient (Fig. 8c). The increase
in viscosity is determined by an appreciable loss of the volume of the gas
dissolved in the melt. The mass concentration of the gas drastically decreases
from Cp = 0.052 to Cp = 0.026 (see Fig. 8c). An analysis of the influence of
the diffusion processes on the dynamics of cavitation bubble growth behind
the decompression wave front shows, in particular, that the bubble radius at
time t ≈ 0.25 sec calculated allowing for diffusion is more than three times
greater than the bubble radius calculated with gas diffusion being ignored.

Viscous resistance of the magma and a permanent inflow of the gas dif-
fusing from the melt to the bubbles cause an increase in the pressure inside
the bubbles (Fig. 9) and, correspondingly, in the magma (see Fig. 7). Figure
9 shows the dynamics of the main characteristics of the state of the gas in
a “collective” bubble in different time intervals. An analysis of Fig. 9 allows
us to identify two basic specific features of the dynamic behavior of pg and
Cg. First of all, there is a drastic increase in the gas concentration in the
bubble Cg, which is only a minor fraction of the gas incoming by means of
diffusion (the difference is observed only in the fourth decimal digit) at time
t = 0.11 sec (see Fig. 9a). At t = 0.18 sec, the value of Cg is more than 10%
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Fig. 9 Dynamics of the pressure pg and concentration Cg of the gas in the cavita-
tion bubble in the “Lagrangian” section: t = 0.0875–0.1100 (a), 0.0875–0.1800 (b),
and 0.0875–0.3700 sec (c)

Fig. 10 Fine structure dependence of pg(t), Cg(t), Rb(t), and µ(t) for t =
0.0875–0.1250 sec (a) and (b) and 0.0875–0.1800 sec (c)

of the maximum possible value of the concentration in this section (see Fig.
9b). At t = 0.37 sec, it is more than 50% (see Fig. 9c).

The second specific feature caused by the dynamics of Cg is an almost
constant pressure of the gas in the bubble (pg ≈ 62 MPa) in the time inter-
val t = 0.11–0.18 sec, despite a significant growth of the “collective” bubble
(function Rb(t) in Fig.10) and the gas mass in the bubble (function Cg(t) in
Fig. 9b). After that, as it follows from Fig. 9c, the effect of pressure stabi-
lization becomes weaker despite the continuing intense inflow of the gas into
the bubble. The pressure decreases to pg = 60 MPa by the time t = 0.24 sec
(Rb = 80 μm) and to pg ≈ 55 MPa by the time t = 0.33 sec (Rb = 105 μm ).
Stabilization of the gas pressure pg and its subsequent insignificant decrease
with a simultaneous five-fold increase in the bubble volume testify the gov-
erning role of gas diffusion and growth of melt viscosity in the dynamics of
the “collective” bubble.

As noted above, the kinetic part of the mathematical model involves the
Rayleigh-Plesset equation. Within the framework of this kinetics, obviously
the numerical analog of the model is more complicated because it is neces-
sary to take into account small time scales (microsecond range) and space
scales (micrometer range). Moreover, it is the Rayleigh-Plesset equation that
determines the non-equilibrium character of the bubble dynamics in the melt
in the time interval for which the acceleration and the inertial component of
the flow are also important. Apparently this influence is manifested in the
oscillatory character of the functions pg(t), Cg(t), and Rb(t) (see Figs.10a
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and 10b). For completeness, in analyzing the bubble dynamics in compli-
cated force fields formed in the melt (including those induced by developing
cavitation), the issue whether it is possible to eliminate the Rayleigh-Plesset
equation from calculations at a certain stage and instead to use data obtained
from the initial model as the initial data for calculations with a substantially
simplified model is still open. Therefore, we can conclude that the diffusion
process (and, thereby the viscosity) is actually responsible for the dynamics
of the growth of cavitation bubbles. The pressure jump formed near the free
surface can be considered as a sign of retaining high pressure in the structural
cells of the cavitating magma transforming it into a foam-like state.

4 Crystallites Role in a Magma State

Investigation of volcanic activity is closely connected with the problems of
the magma state under rapid decompression and intense phase transitions
in the magmatic melt (cavitation nucleation and melt crystallization), which
play a key role in the processes of explosive eruptions. According to [36],
the crystalline phase occurs in the magmatic melt when the magma, in the
form of giant magma pods, emerges from the upper mantle deep underground
forming a channel (conduit) in the crust, melts the surrounding rock, and,
being enriched in silica, forms a magma chamber within the Earth’s upper
crust. The decrease in the hydraulic pressure at this depth generates the
process of cavitation nucleation in the magma due to the dissolved water.
When this occurs, the melt viscosity increases in magnitude by several orders
of magnitude. It then acquires a three-phase structure. The pressure in the
melt increases and, at a certain critical level, initiates an eruption [36] as ash
clouds. The latter means that, at least the cavitating flow of magma must
be disintegrated. In this respect, much attention is currently directed to the
cavitation fracture mechanism [8]-[21], which was thoroughly analyzed in [4]
for the case of water.

4.1 Gas Phase Nucleation and Crystallization in
Magma Flow

In order to analyze the dynamics of states of heavy magma within the vol-
canic pipe under a non-stationary wave field and to investigate its general
properties, we use the mathematical model of two-phase liquid flow and the
physical model of spontaneous cavitation nucleation with diffusive layers [35],
[38], which are supplemented by the equations of crystallization kinetics. It is
assumed that a part (of height H) of the volcanic pipe is filled with gas- and
crystallite-saturated magma. In the calculations, the height of the magma
column in the volcano channel is H = 1km, the pressure in the magma
chamber is pch = 170 MPa, the magma temperature is Tmel = 1150 K and its
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density is ρ0 = 2300 kg/m3. The dynamics of the magma state is calculated
for the following parameters: KH = 4.33 · 10−6 Pa−1/2; D = 2 10−11m2 s−1,
σ = 0.076 J/m2, E∗

µ = 5.1 · 10−19 J , kµ = 11, μ∗ = 10−2.5 Pa · s ,
L = 1.4 · 105J/kg, c = 1.35 · 103 J/(kg K), and Ncr = 1013 m−3.

The distributions of the viscosity μ and the of the bubble radii Rb along
the full zone (100 %) of saturation by nuclei of cavitation are shown for the
time instants t = 0.6 s, t = 2.1 s, t = 3.0 s and t = 5.8 s (Fig.11). The
distribution of the gas-phase concentration kg and of the crystallite-phase
concentration kcr in magma flow are presented for three time instants t = 2.1
s, t = 3.8 s and t = 6.1 s. Note that, in the result of decompression (under
permanent pressure in the magma chamber) the magma column moves up
through the pipe (z-axis). Due to the rise of bubble cavitation, the column
length increases, and, according to the calculation data, it attains the value
of 1.5 km by the end of the process(Figs. 11-12).

Fig. 11 Dynamics of magma viscosity µ and bubble radius Rb distributions for
(1) t = 0.6 s, (2) t = 2.1 s, (3) t = 3.0 s and (4) t = 5.8 s

Fig. 12 Distributions of volumetric gas concentration kg and of the crystallite
concentration kcr for (1) t = 2.1 s, (2) t = 3.8 s and (3) t = 6.1 s
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To compare the time behavior of the distributions in Figs. 11 and 12, the
lower bounds of the column for all three instants are aligned. The calcula-
tions show that, by the instant t = 6.1 s , the pressure within the magma
column approaches a steady-state distribution. A sharp fall over the first 600
m and a relatively low gradient over the next 600-700 m are observed. The
viscosity distribution (it increases in magnitude by six orders of magnitude)
distinguishes almost the same zones and, in addition, has a sharp gradient
near the free surface (Fig. 11). Three main zones can also be distinguished
for the distributions of the gas phase concentration kg and of the crystalline
phase concentration kcr (Fig. 12). By the instant t = 6.1 s, the volume con-
centration of the gas phase near the interval 700-1300 m is 40 %, while near
the free surface it attains values between 50-60 % (Fig. 12), which correspond
to the packing density of bubbles. The relative volume of crystallites within
the interval 500-1300 m attains approximately 25 % of the volume of the
three-phase medium. After four seconds, the distribution of the volume con-
centration of the bubbles (Fig. 12) remains almost invariant. This means that
the bubbles in the melt have significantly slowed their growth and their size
has approached a limiting value accounting for the giant value of the magma
viscosity. The calculation results presented in Figs. 11-12 suggest that, ap-
proximately by the sixth second after the beginning of the decompression, the
glass transition process in the three-phase magma, “frozen-in” 0.3-mm-thick
bubbles, almost ends on a considerable portion of the column. The magma
structure is then close to the structure of real pumice [41].

4.2 Homogeneous-Heterogeneous Nucleation:
Features of Wave Field Structure and of Some
Characteristics of the Magma State

As mentioned before, cavitation nuclei can form on crystallites [20], [30],
[33], whose density per unit volume can be substantially greater than that
of the gas nuclei for the same parameter values. As a result, in addition to
homogeneous nucleation, heterogeneous nucleation proceeds in the melt. The
gas dynamic model proposed in [35], which describes the above mentioned
processes, remains valid. The specific feature of the physical formulation of
the problem is the fact that the heterogeneous mechanism is “triggered” in
each layer after homogeneous nucleation is completed. At this moment, the
initial sizes of all nuclei, regardless of their nature, are assumed to be identical.
It follows from the calculations (see the initial conditions in [1] ) that the
flow structure becomes significantly different if the model of homogeneous-
heterogeneous nucleation is employed.

Numerical results of the model are presented for the case χ = 5 under
the density of crystallites Ncr−b = 1011, acting as cavitation nuclei. As in
usual bubbly or cavitating media [42], the incident wave (shock or rarefaction
wave) is divided into a precursor with the front 1 (curve P (z) at t = 0.3s
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Fig. 13 Profiles of pressure field P (z) and mass velocity U(z) (left); dynamics
of “collective” bubble Rb(t) and gas pressure inside bubble in “Lagrange - cross-
section” Pg(t) (right)

Fig. 14 Distribution of nuclei density Nb(z) and gas concentration k(z) (left);
dynamics of dissolved gas concentration Cp(t) and melt viscosity µ(t) (right)

in Fig. 13) which propagates in a homogeneous medium with the velocity
of sound c0. The emergence of heterogeneous nuclei in the melt led to an
increase of the total density Nb (Fig.14) for a few times, as compared to the
case of homogeneous nucleation. Figure 13 also shows the dynamics of two
characteristics of magma flow (“collective” bubble radius Rb and gas pressure
inside the bubble Pg) in the “Lagrange - cross-section” (900 m initial level) in
the time interval between t = 0.225 s and t = 0.3 s. Note that the dynamics of
these characteristics is determined by the loss dynamics of the gas dissolved
in the magmatic melt Cp and melt viscosity growth μ (Fig.14), and the by
the pressure field dynamics in the mentioned cross-section.

Front 2 of the main decompression wave in Fig.13 propagates in a bubbly
medium with the sound velocity cbub characteristic for such medium. By
t = 0.3 s, it covers a distance of about 150 m from the initial upper level of
the magma column. Note that the profile of the mass velocity U(z) has the
same two characteristic segments as the decompression wave including the
abrupt jump in its value in the saturation zone of main decompression wave.
A similar effect can be observed for the gas phase concentration k in the zone
restricted by the saturation front 3 (Fig.14).

The precursor structure at t = 0.3 s has weakly linearly varying ampli-
tude in the segment between the magma-column levels of 600 m and 900 m.
However, the pressure in this segment of the melt reaches a level sufficient
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for phase transition and saturation of the melt by bubble nuclei and results
in an unexpected effect (Fig 14): Spontaneous emergence of discrete zones
of melt saturation by the nuclei ahead of the front 2 of the main wave. The
numerical results show similar character of changes in the distributions of
Pb(z), μ(z), Rb(z), Cgs(z) and k(z).

Fig. 15 Time interval up to 0.4 s: Dynamics of “collective” bubble Rb(t) and
gas pressure inside bubble Pg(t) in “Lagrange-cross-section” (left); dynamics of
dissolved gas concentration Cp(t) and melt viscosity µ(t) (right)

Fig. 16 Time interval up to 0.5 s: Dynamics of “collective” bubble Rb(t) and
gas pressure inside bubble Pg(t) in “Lagrange-cross-section” (left); dynamics of
dissolved gas concentration Cp(t) and melt viscosity µ(t) (right)

The development of main characteristics of the cavitation zone such as
“collective” bubble radius Rb(t), gas pressure inside bubble Pg(t), the dis-
solved gas loss Cp(t) by melt because of diffusion processes, and melt viscos-
ity μ(t) in “Lagrange-cross-section” are shown in Figs. 13-16. It is interesting
that the calculations show rather intensive growth of the bubble radius up to
Rb ∼ 40μm at t = 0.3 s, up to Rb ∼ 65μm at t = 0.4 s and up to Rb ∼ 100μm
at t ∼ 0.5 s in spite of the giant leap of the viscosity values, ranging up to
approximately 8 · 103, 5.5 · 104 and 1.2 · 106Pa · s at the same time instants.
The reason is rather intensive loss of the dissolved gas and its diffusion inside
bubbles which increase during time interval t = 0.3 s and t = 0.5 s from 0.001
% to 0.008 %. At the instant 0.5 s the front of precursor reaches 200 m level
and the saturation front approaches the level of 800 m.

It should also be noted that, according to the calculation data, the pres-
sure in the cavitation bubbles near the free boundary of the magma column
remains rather high (up to 50 MPa). Taking into account the high values of
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gas phase concentration (about 45 %) in the saturation zone, one can say that
the state of the magma in this zone is close to a foam-like state. Later on,
as the decompression wave propagates inwards into the magma column, the
discrete cavitation zones ahead of the wave front merge together and disap-
pear. By the time t = 2.6 s, the distributions of all of the main characteristics
become continuous again.

4.3 Crystal Clusters in the Cavitating Magma
(Experimental Modelling)

A combined structure of the eruption is known to be typical for some types
of volcanoes. In this case the eruption is accompanied by powerful ejection of
hot magma “bombs” to a height of several kilometers and by a lava flow [36].
Such a flow structure allows us to assume that the magma in the volcano
channel in the period between the eruptions is a strongly crystallized melt,
with possible spontaneous formation of crystal clusters and glass-transition
zones. This state can be considered as a meta-stable state with a nonuniform
density distribution of the crystal clusters. In the case of sudden decompres-
sion initiating an explosive eruption, the process of intense nucleation can
be expected to occur in both the magma and the liquid component of the
crystal cluster.

Fig. 17 Sketch of the electromagnetic hydrodynamic shock tube: 1) conducting
membrane; 2)flat spiral; 3) copper disk; 4) liquid drop; 5) annular cumulative jet;
the discharge gap is indicated by D (left); Initial stage of separation into two flows
under shock-wave loading of a three-phase system (liquid drop with suspended
particles): t = 0 (middle) and t = 180 µsec (right)

Thus, in the case of a combined eruption, the magma flow can be consid-
ered as a three-phase medium consisting of the magma proper, bubbly zones,
and crystals as well as vitreous crystallized clusters (with probable existence
of internal cavitation zones). The dynamics of state of this medium under
pulsed decompression was modelled in experiments with a system consist-
ing of a liquid, cavitation nuclei and non-wettable solid particles. For this
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purpose, we use mixtures of arbitrarily shaped solid particles 1 mm to 3 mm
in size with a solution of colophony in acetone or with distilled water con-
taining natural micro-inhomogeneities in the form of gaseous nuclei with a
density up to 1012m−3. In the latter case, the suspended state of the particles
is provided by adding glycerin. Laboratory modelling was performed by the
method of consecutive “shock wave - rarefaction wave” loading of a drop of
the mixtures mentioned above (with a diameter of approximately 1 cm) on
an electromagnetic hydrodynamic shock tube (Fig.17).

This method offers a unique possibility of real-time realization of pulsed
processes in the examined sample, which is adequate for the description of
natural effects in many aspects. Since the real liquid (such as distilled water)
contains micro-heterogeneities with a density of approximately 1012m−3 [43],
small volumes of the liquid can be used as samples to be tested. For example,
a liquid drop with a 0.5-cm radius contains potential nucleation centers with
a density approximately equal to 1011m−3. This means that the samples of
these volumes can be considered as typical elements of the examined medium.
Thus the scale of the process (but not the process itself) can be substantially
changed, and a required resolution of the fine structure of the flow can be
reached. Note that the use of a laser pulse with a duration of about 3 ns
for illumination allows us to resolve such fine structure of developing flow
as a thin annular cumulative jet in the form of a sheet arising due to the
diaphragm impact on the drop (Fig.17).

Fig. 18 Formation of the flow of solid particles and their ejection from the cavi-
tating drop: t = 103 µsec (left) and t = 1.5 · 103µsec (right)

The main objective of the study is to analyze the dynamics of formation
of the three-phase flow structure to gain better understanding of interaction
between the solid particles in the flow and the bubble clusters formed behind
the front of the rarefaction waves. The experiments show that destruction
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of the three-phase magma can be primarily caused by the separation of the
magmatic “bombs” into an independent flow moving with high velocity and
by the destruction of the cavitating magmatic melt at the stage of the devel-
opment of its foam-like structure.

Figure 17 shows the initial shape of the drop with the solid particles ly-
ing inside and the initial stage of flow separation by the particles and the
cavitating liquid. As can be seen from the experimental photographs (Fig.
18), the solid particles moving with a significantly greater velocity are ejected
from the general flow and form a system, which is practically independent
of the cavitating liquid. Meanwhile, in the flow structure, the particles are
ejected from the main flow together with cell elements, which “accompany”
the particle flow in the form of liquid tails. In the experiments, the volume
concentrations of the solid particles in the mixture Ncr range from Ncr =5-6
% to Ncr = 80 %. The experimental results for the influence of the solid
phase concentration on the dynamics of the three-phase flow reveal that, as
the concentration of the particles increases, they are entrained into the for-
mation of the cellular flow structure, mainly distributed along the boundaries
of liquid cells (Fig. 19). When the concentration reaches about Ncr = 60 %,
the particles themselves form the cellular structure of the drop.

Fig. 19 Effect of the particle concentration on the structure of the three-phase
drop under shock-wave loading: cloud of particles for Ncr = 20 % (left) and for
Ncr = 40 % (right)

The process of separation of the three-phase flow formed under shock-wave
loading of a liquid drop is determined by the specific features of motion of
the solid phase in the cavitating medium. The experiments performed with
a group of ranging from 3 to 5 particles mixed in different proportions (in
volume) with a liquid demonstrate that the dynamics of ejection of single
particles is consistent with the results described above. It should be noted
that the mathematical model accounting for this process is considerably more
complicated than the well-known classical problems of hydrodynamics of the
flow around a sphere. The sphere moves in a medium with intensive devel-
oping cavitation and phase transitions. An analysis of the experimental data
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on the mechanism of separation of the three-phase flow into two almost inde-
pendent flows allows us to conclude that it is necessary to formulate a more
general problem of the unsteady motion of a solid sphere in a co-current
flow with dynamically changing properties (mean density and viscosity). It
should also be noted that the system of the kinetic relations presented above
and the two-phase Iordansky-Kogarko-vanWijngaarden (IKW-model) in this
formulation should be considered as the basic equations, which allow one to
determine the dynamics of state of the medium where the particle motion is
considered. Actually, the solution of this problem is expected to determine
the kinetics of phase separation in a three-phase flow with crystal clusters.

Fig. 20 Modified Glass-Heuckroth scheme; foam structure of the flow (a I, t1) and
its stratification (a II, t2) at µ = 0.2 Pas; ( b) flow stratification for µ = 2.6 Pas,
T = 42C; (c) buoyant gas slugs

5 Conclusions

According to the results shown in Figs. 11 and 12 in [34], an approximately
40% volume concentration of the vapor-gas phase appears in the cavitation
zone in the height range z = 600−1300 m and remains practically unchanged
in the time interval t = 1.5−6.0 s. This value of the concentration corresponds
to a rather dense packing of bubbles, and the magma acquires a foam-like
state. According to one of the current models of magma eruption and liquid
disintegration under shock - wave loading [7], [8], [44], the foam-like struc-
ture of the magma (liquid) appears directly before its fragmentation. It is
assumed that the destruction of the foam-like structure is governed by the
inversion of the two-phase state, i.e., a transition from the cavitating liquid
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to the state of the gas-particle mixture. Such a model, a priori, implies a
uniform distribution of all parameters of the medium in closely located cross
sections of the channel (size of cavitation bubbles, their volume concentration,
viscosity, and mass velocity), but ignores coalescence (random process of
bubble merging violating the uniform distributions of parameters), which
is possible for such a density of bubbles. A question arises: Can the general
mechanism determining the structure at the final stage of eruption (structure
of ejection) be expected to be valid in this case?

The experiments on the modified Glass-Heuckroth scheme ((1)- examined
liquid; (2) - high-pressure chamber; (3) - gate; (4) - plane rectangular channel;
(5) - thermal heaters; (6) - system for saturation of the liquid by carbon
dioxide; (7) - gas compressed to given pressure in Figure 20) show the typical
dynamics of the flow structure for viscous liquids of two types. The general
view of an enlarged image of the flow segment at its eruption directly near the
channel exit (liquid viscosity μ = 0.2 Pas , T = 190C) are shown in Fig.20a
I, and for later instants of time, in Fig.20a II. It is evident that in the initial
stage of the breakdown, transition from a cavitating liquid to a foam-like
structure, which is characteristic for water [4], is observed for a liquid with
a two orders of magnitude higher viscosity (Fig. 20a II). The microsecond
exposure has made it possible to resolve the fine flow structure, which turns
out to change significantly with time. As the viscosity of the ruptured liquid
(μ = 2.6 Pasec, T = 42C) is further increased by an order of magnitude, the
flow is almost completely stratified into a system of vertical jets with spatial
shapes (Fig. 20b). The probable mechanism of this effect can be found at
studies of eruptions of gas saturated liquids of various viscosities carried out
within the framework of the modified Glass-Heuckroth scheme (Fig.20). In
the case of ordinary water (μ = 0.001 Pasec, Fig.20,c), it is easy to see a
combination of buoyant dense bubble clusters and gas slugs.

The specific features of the dynamics of cavitating magma destruction
should be noticed. The dynamics of state of the crystallite-containing magma
is studied within the framework of the gas dynamic model of bubble cavita-
tion. The effect of crystallites on flow evolution is considered for two cases: A
case where the crystallites are cavitation nuclei (homogeneous-heterogeneous
nucleation model), and another case where large clusters of crystallites are
formed in the magma in the period between eruptions. In the first case, de-
compression jumps arise early in the wave precursor. The intensity of these
jumps turns out to be sufficient to form a series of discrete zones of nucleation
ahead of the front of the main decompression wave. Results of the experi-
mental modelling of an explosive eruption with ejection of crystallite clusters
(magmatic “bombs”) suggest that a co-current flow of the cavitating magma
with dynamically varying properties (mean density and viscosity) transforms
to an independent unsteady flow whose velocity is greater than the magma
flow velocity.
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